
FIELD DATALOG  
& PRIORITY 
MANAGEMENT

Operators, see ranked priorities for the day to 
yield the most production at the lowest cost, on 
target for compliance. 

Are your operations leader keeping track of multiple systems, phone calls and emails to try and sort the 
priorities of the day and direct field teams?  Has adding emissions tracking and compliance management pushed 
days to more than 10 hours long? Overwhelmed and frustrated operators can make the wrong calls or miss issues. Plus, 
if your operators are scribbling notes in a ‘well bible’ while doing daily routines then entering data in a system later, that 
means field teams are using old data for hours everyday. And for operators, that duplicate data tracking costs about 30 
minutes a day. To operate efficiently, operations leaders need software to help prioritize field activities, and make real-time 
communication and reporting easy. 

EZ Ops equips oil and gas operations teams to focus on the top priorities for 
efficient production as they hit compliance and safety goals.  

Our software does the analysis so field operations teams see a daily task list that factors in routine small tasks, 
proactive maintenance and compliance and unscheduled, one-off work orders. Teams can work efficiently and 
communicate instantly. With EZ Ops:

Operators work less, with better asset 
performance - Operations leaders can yield more 
production, cost savings and proactive compliance in 
less hours a day.

Auto-prioritize activity - Task lists prioritize routine 
and one-off activities for cost-effective production and 
to meet or exceed compliance goals.

Streamlined cross-team communication - like Slack 
for operations teams - everyone is connected and can 
coordinate effort and share status updates.

Alarms save monitoring time - detect out-of-normal 
operating conditions with alerts.

Easy trend analysis and reporting - Data is searchable, 
shows trends and is easily analysed by operations and 
management and exported for reporting.

Less trips to the field - Activities are grouped by 
location, to eliminate duplicate trips.

Field teams can work offline - data syncs once 
Internet connection is available.

No duplicate data entry - EZ Ops integrates with 
SCADA, PVR, and other systems so data only gets 
entered once, and stays accurate.

EZ Ops is an absolute communication game 
changer, I have been able to manage 3 times as 
much with less headaches.

OPERATOR // RELIANCE PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION



By best scheduling high volume of small value items, we save operators 
2 hours per day. That time can go towards optimizing high value wells & 
reducing emissions.
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How can we help you?
Assess how our software can support your efficient operations.

info@ezops.ca  I   1-877-219-0100

Built by operators for operators, EZ Ops provides all the capabilities needed to operate by exception behind one 
login. Our software is customizable and comes in flexible modules.

EZ Ops saves customers up to 15% of OPEX and equips them to achieve ambitious compliance goals. We’re the 
right choice for producers that expect great technology, and responsive smart service. Our team is made up of 
former and current operators. Their know-how has helped us earn a 100% adoption track record in the field.

WHY CHOOSE EZ OPS?

SAVE MONEY & TIME
• Communicate efficiently across teams and 

synchronize activity

• Cut travel cost to the site

• Order the correct parts the first time

• Reduce time needed from tradespeople / 
contractors 

• Hold 3rd parties accountable to a budget and task list

INCREASE PRODUCTION
• Spot and resolve issues early

• Give management visibility into plant conditions 

• Review and analyze data for trends

ENVIRONMENT & SAFETY
• Reduce drive time, GHG and safety risk with less 

trips to the site

• Free time to proactively monitor operating 
conditions

EVERYONE ON ONE PAGE
With EZ Ops operations teams have a one-stop shared information 
hub to coordinate activities, keep everyone up to speed on task 
status. EZ Ops also gives management visibility on any issues 
response underway and real-time data access for reporting.

Operators 70%

Management 10%Foreman 20%


